
ARE FREQUENT POWER CUTS 
LIMITING YOUR LIVELIHOOD?

 

Is erratic power supply hampering your earnings?

Is shortage of labour inhibiting your productivity?

Do you require technical help in continuing your 
family profession?

Do you want to continue the profession on which you are 
dependent without any hindrance?

Recieve constant support through solar energy
 for the consistent development of rural enterprises

Solar energy can grow and improve your livelihood



Solar Powered Sewing Machine
Ability to deliver stitched clothes on time

Steady productivity on a daily basis

Reduction in drudgery

Capable of stitching any design and cloth

Easy solution for stitching more clothes

The design of the machine is such that new
tailors can also use it easily



Solar Powered Milking Machine
Considerable reduction in dairy farming

Energy efficient machine: Easy to use

Purity in collection of milk: Healthy and hygienic

Easy maintenance of the machine: Safe to use

Prevents Mastitis



Solar Powered Blower
Overcome labour shortage

Reduce physical drudgery

Easily control the speed of blowing the furnace

Implementation of modern technology while 
safeguarding the traditional practice

Customization of the blower according to the 
user’s need

Lowers the production cost, hence more productivity



Solar Powered Photocopy Machine
No need to depend on grid electricity

Ability to provide service for all 24 hours in a day

Increase in productivity

Provision of photocopy, printing, scanning facility
even in rural areas. Photo service also available

Maintain quality of prints

Lowers the production cost, hence more productivity



Solar Powered Roti Rolling Machine

Can make all types of rotis and papad

No need to make the rotis manually

Easy method to make large quantities of rotis

Opportunity for business of selling rotis and papad
on a large scale



Solar Powered Roti Rolling Machine Solar Powered Pottery Machine
Reliable and energy efficient system

No need to manually turn the wheel

Easy speed control with multiple speeds

Option to design the machine according to the 
customer’s need

Ability to make variety of designs of pots

Reduction in extra labour



www.selcofoundation.org

Identification of problem - guidance
Designing the machine according to need

Financial linkages

Efficient service in short duration of time
No compromise in quality and long lasting machines

Support for business planning

Support for customer

Contact


